RAY-BAR INSULATED GLASS UNITS: IGU's

CUT-AWAY 3D VIEW

GLASS OPTIONS
- TEMPERED
- MIRRORED
- FIRELITE
- WIRED
- TINTED
- LIGHT FROST
- X-RAY
- WIRELITE
- BULLET RESISTANT
- POLYCARBONATE
- LOW-E
- REFLECTIVE
- FIREGLASS 20
- PYROSTOP

MINI BLIND FUNCTIONS
- STANDARD: TILT ONLY
- OPTIONAL: TILT AND LIFT

CONTROLLER / OPERATION OPTIONS
- MAGNETIC KNOB OPERATION (STANDARD U.O.N.)
- WAND OPERATOR
- CORD OPERATOR
- POWER OPERATOR (REMOTE OR SWITCH)

MINI-BLIND COLOR OPTIONS:
- STANDARD: White (S102), Silver (S157) and Cream (S149)
- SPECIAL ORDER: Beige (S125), Bright Silver (S156), Pale Grey (S155), Pale Yellow (S106) and Pale Blue (S142)

PERFORMANCE OPTIONS
- LOW-E
- SOUND REDUCTION
- INSULATION
- X-RAY RESISTANT
- FIRE RATED
- BULLET RESISTANT
- IMPACT RESISTANT
- BLAST RESISTANT
- FORCED ENTRY

FUNCTIONAL OPTIONS
- ELECTRIC SWITCHABLE PRIVACY
- INTEGRAL MINI BLINDS
- IMAGE PROJECTION

IGU THICKNESS
- 1 3/16" DEPENDING UPON GLASS OPTIONS
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